
 What are your rates? 

We have lowered our prices based on the current economic conditions facing 
our customers. Our rates will be $595 for three hours and $125 for each 

additional hour for a standard event. Ask about our low corporate rates. 

  

Why don't you have different music packages? 

Caleidoscope Mobile DJ never compromises on quality.  We always bring the 

best equipment, most music, and dance floor lighting to every event. Why 
do it any other way? 

  

Do you provide any A/V services? 

It is becoming quite common to watch a slideshow or video presentation 
during a wedding reception or corporate event. Caleidoscope Mobile DJ can 

supply, set-up, and run most audio/video presentations. Prices depend on 
equipment used and the length of presentation, but generally range from 

$50-$150 in addition to our hourly rate. Just ask and we'll give you an exact 
quote.  

  

Is there a set up or break down fee? 

No. If you book us from 7-10 you only pay for the time we play. It usually 
takes us about an hour to set up and an hour to break down at an event and 

there is no charge to you. 

  

 

  



Do you have a ceremony fee? 

No, it's part of the hourly rate. 

If the ceremony and reception are at the same location, there is no extra 
fee. Sometimes we will need to set up a small PA system just for the 

ceremony, but there is no extra charge. If we are already there, why charge 
even more for your ceremony?  

Generally, we start background music for the ceremony about an half hour 
before it should start. This way there is background music when your guests 

arrive. When the background music starts, that is when our normal hourly 
rate starts.  

  

Can you add just a half hour? 

Yes. We can add half hour rates. For example, 4:30-10 would be 5.5 hours 

  

 How do you have such great rates? 

Simple, we don't have to charge as much. Caleidoscope Mobile DJ doesn't 

have to spend hundreds and hundreds of dollars a month on large yellow 
pages ads, radio advertising, office space, wedding shows,  staff (insurance 

and salary), and trailers and vehicles with elaborate writing on the sides. 
These things just add unnecessary cost to you, and they don't make your 

event any better. 

Do you take credit cards? 

Yes. Credit card payments can be made with a Paypal account and must be 
arranged prior to event date. 

  

 Do require a deposit? 



Yes. A deposit is required to hold the event date.  

  

 How do I book you? 

Just call (208) 440.1221 to see if your date is open.  

Or E-mail us at CaleidoscopeDJ@yahoo.com 
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